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CORPORATE BACKGROUNDER

LIQUID BIOPSY IS AT THE CORE OF OUR
MISSION TO CONQUER CANCER WITH DATA
Guardant Health is a leading precision oncology company focused on helping conquer cancer globally
through use of our proprietary blood tests, vast data sets, and advanced analytics.

A company uniquely positioned to help patients across the entire cancer care continuum
At Guardant Health, we believe liquid biopsy is at the center of transforming cancer care by unlocking data that will help patients at all stages of
the disease. While we’ve made great strides to help advanced cancer patients, our vision since inception has been to detect cancer early, when
patient survival rates can be impacted most. We are dedicated to helping patients across the cancer care continuum live longer, healthier lives.
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Guardant360® CDx liquid biopsy is poised to bring the promise of precision oncology to more patients
Guardant360® CDx is the first FDA-approved liquid biopsy for comprehensive genomic profiling (CGP) in advanced cancer patients across all
solid cancers, and for use as a companion diagnostic for patients who may benefit from Tagrisso® (osimertinib). We believe the ease of our blood
test together with approval will help widen adoption of CGP and enable more patients to receive potentially life-changing precision medicines.
In 2014, we introduced the Guardant360 laboratory developed test (LDT), the
first-in-kind liquid biopsy to comprehensively sequence a patient's cancer
to reveal actionable mutations. Our test enables doctors to match patients with
During COVID-19, the value that liquid
the right targeted therapy, which can significantly extend survival compared to
biopsy brings to cancer care is more
chemotherapy alone.1-7 Since then, our Guardant360 LDT has been:
important than ever. Non-invasive
• Clinically validated with more than 150 peer-reviewed publications
• Trusted by more than 7,000 oncologists in more than 150,000 tests to date
• Broadly covered by Medicare and many private payers, representing
170 million+ lives

blood testing can be done using
in-home services, minimizing health
risks for groups most vulnerable like
those battling advanced cancer.

With our LUNAR programs, we are making progress toward blood tests that can detect early-stage cancer
Through our work with advanced cancer and the Guardant360 test, we are now poised to transform cancer management in earlier stages
through our LUNAR programs. Each blood sample we sequence contributes to real-world data that fuels this progress. For cancer survivors, our
LUNAR-1 program aims to detect minimal residual disease and recurrence to inform neoadjuvant and adjuvant treatment decisions. To realize our
vision of early cancer detection, our LUNAR-2 program is making progress towards the early detection of cancer in asymptomatic individuals.
• LUNAR-1 studies underway to evaluate clinical utility of test to guide treatment decisions
• LUNAR-2 10,000-patient ECLIPSE trial underway to evaluate performance of test in early-stage colorectal cancer (CRC), our first indication

Helping biopharma partners accelerate precision oncology drug development
Each year, more than 600,000 people die from cancer, many of whom may have benefitted from targeted treatments.8 Guardant Health is proud
to work with biopharmaceutical companies, more than 60+ to date, to help inform new precision oncology drug opportunities that can benefit
more patients, through our extensive clinical-genomic datasets, advanced analytics, and comprehensive suite of biopharma solutions.
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PRODUCTS COVERING THE ENTIRE CANCER CARE CONTINUUM

For oncologists: to match advanced cancer patients with the right precision medicine
Guardant360® CDx liquid biopsy:
•

First FDA-approved comprehensive liquid biopsy.

•

A simple blood draw.

•

Guideline-complete genomic results to inform first-line treatment plans.

•

Fast results in only 7 days.

In research and development: LUNAR programs for early-stage cancer management and detection
LUNAR-1 Program

LUNAR-2 Program

•

A blood test that can help guide adjuvant and neoadjuvant
treatment decisions by detecting minimal residual disease and
recurrence in early-stage cancer patients.

•

A multi-cancer blood test for early detection of cancer in
asymptomatic individuals.

•
•

Available for research use only for biopharmaceutical companies
and academic researchers.

Test has demonstrated high sensitivity and specificity in
detecting colorectal cancer (CRC), our first indication for
early cancer detection.9

•

Clinical trials validating the clinical utility of the LUNAR-1
liquid biopsy are underway:

•

10,000-patient ECLIPSE clinical trial underway to support
pre-market approval (PMA) submission to the FDA:
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For biopharma companies: solutions to help accelerate precision oncology drug development
Biopharma Solutions
Our GuardantOMNI® 500-gene test delivers performance comparable to

our Guardant360 test but with greater breadth, incorporating most genes
evaluated in cancer drug development pipelines plus biomarkers for
immuno-oncology applications.
Our GuardantINFORM™ platform is an in-silico platform that combines
de-identified longitudinal clinical information and genomic data collected
from our Guardant360 test. This real-world clinical-genomic dataset of
advanced cancer patients is one of the largest in oncology. Notable
applications include targeted drug development, clinical trial optimization,
and post-marketing studies.

Our Guardant360 CDx offers partners an FDA-approved
companion diagnostic across all solid tumor cancers. We are
currently collaborating with companies including Amgen,
Janssen, and Radius Health, Inc. to add CDx claims to our
validated platform. Guardant360 CDx is already FDA approved
as a CDx to identify patients who may benefit from treatment
with AstraZeneca’s Tagrisso® (osimertinib).
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